Activation of neurons in the superior and inferior colliculi have been shown to evoke increases in cardiovascular and respiratory activity, which may be components of more generalized stereotyped behavioral responses. In this study, we examined the possibility that there are "command neurons" within the colliculi that can simultaneously drive sympathetic and respiratory outputs. In anesthetized rats, microinjections of bicuculline (a GABAA receptor antagonist) into sites within a circumscribed region in the deep layers of the superior colliculus and in the central and external nuclei of the inferior colliculus evoked a response characterized by intense and highly synchronized bursts of renal sympathetic nerve activity (RSNA) and phrenic nerve activity (PNA). Each burst of RSNA had a duration of ϳ300 -400 ms and occurred slightly later (peak to peak latency of 41 Ϯ 8 ms) than the corresponding burst of PNA. The bursts of RSNA and PNA were also accompanied by transient increases in arterial pressure and, in most cases, heart rate. Synchronized bursts of RSNA and PNA were also evoked after neuromuscular blockade, artificial ventilation, and vagotomy and so were not dependent on afferent feedback from the lungs. We propose that the synchronized sympathetic-respiratory responses are driven by a common population of neurons, which may normally be activated by an acute threatening stimulus. command neuron; defensive behavior; heart rate; arterial pressure
-The superior and inferior colliculi are believed to generate immediate and highly coordinated defensive behavioral responses to threatening visual and auditory stimuli. Activation of neurons in the superior and inferior colliculi have been shown to evoke increases in cardiovascular and respiratory activity, which may be components of more generalized stereotyped behavioral responses. In this study, we examined the possibility that there are "command neurons" within the colliculi that can simultaneously drive sympathetic and respiratory outputs. In anesthetized rats, microinjections of bicuculline (a GABAA receptor antagonist) into sites within a circumscribed region in the deep layers of the superior colliculus and in the central and external nuclei of the inferior colliculus evoked a response characterized by intense and highly synchronized bursts of renal sympathetic nerve activity (RSNA) and phrenic nerve activity (PNA). Each burst of RSNA had a duration of ϳ300 -400 ms and occurred slightly later (peak to peak latency of 41 Ϯ 8 ms) than the corresponding burst of PNA. The bursts of RSNA and PNA were also accompanied by transient increases in arterial pressure and, in most cases, heart rate. Synchronized bursts of RSNA and PNA were also evoked after neuromuscular blockade, artificial ventilation, and vagotomy and so were not dependent on afferent feedback from the lungs. We propose that the synchronized sympathetic-respiratory responses are driven by a common population of neurons, which may normally be activated by an acute threatening stimulus. command neuron; defensive behavior; heart rate; arterial pressure THE MAMMALIAN SUPERIOR COLLICULUS is a key brain region that receives visual and other signals arising from a stimulus in the external environment and processes these signals to produce an appropriate somatomotor response (e.g., an orienting response, in which the head and eyes are moved to allow focusing on a novel stimulus) (19, 26) . In addition, however, there is considerable evidence that the superior colliculus also generates defensive responses, such as avoidance or escape, evoked by a threatening stimulus such as the presence of a predator (5, 7, 9, 16, 19) . Furthermore, stimulation of neurons in the superior colliculus can also evoke increases in blood pressure, heart rate (HR), and respiratory activity (39, 40) , and it has been proposed that such effects are part of a coordinated response to stimuli that trigger orienting or avoidance/defensive behaviors (19) .
The inferior colliculus receives auditory signals from several nuclei in the lower brain stem and has an essential role in the processing of auditory signals (15, 50) . Similar to the superior colliculus, activation of neurons in the inferior colliculus can evoke a behavioral response similar to defensive behavior (8, 12) , as well as increases in blood pressure and HR (8) . It has been proposed that the inferior colliculus is part of a more generalized system in the dorsal midbrain, which also includes the superior colliculus and periaqueductal gray (PAG), which integrates the somatomotor and autonomic responses to threatening stimuli signaled by visual, auditory, and somatosensory inputs (7, 57) .
Distinct populations of neurons in the superior colliculus can generate different patterns of coordinated responses that are rapid in onset and that are appropriate for particular stimuli (19, 26) . Similarly, evidence from anatomical, neurophysiological, and behavioral studies of the inferior colliculus have led to the proposal that there are neurons in the inferior colliculus that respond to particular auditory stimuli, such as particular sounds made by prey or predators, and which then trigger immediate responses termed fixed action patterns, which are appropriate for each stimulus (14) .
These observations thus raise the possibility that there are neurons within the superior and inferior colliculi that are capable of generating, in addition to somatomotor responses, a coordinated cardiovascular and respiratory response that is appropriate for a defensive behavioral response (e.g., escape), which is triggered by a threatening stimulus. Disinhibition (by microinjection of bicuculline, a GABA A receptor antagonist) of sites within the superior and inferior colliculi is a highly effective means of evoking defensive behavioral responses, indicating that the neurons generating such responses receive a tonic GABAergic inhibition (5, 6, 8, 19) . The aim of this study, therefore, was to determine the effects of disinhibition of neurons (by microinjection of bicuculline) within the superior and inferior colliculi on cardiovascular function [arterial pressure, HR, and renal sympathetic nerve activity (RSNA)] and respiratory function [phrenic nerve activity (PNA)]. The RSNA was measured because although renal sympathetic nerves regulate tubules and the juxtaglomerular granular cells as well as blood vessels in the kidney (21) , RSNA is closely correlated with arterial pressure and is believed to be a reliable indicator of overall sympathetic vasomotor activity (10) . Furthermore, RSNA is increased in response to threatening stimuli in the conscious rat (37, 42) . The results showed that disinhibition of sites within a circumscribed region in the midbrain colliculi evoked a distinctive response characterized by highly synchronized bursts of sympathetic and respiratory (phrenic nerve) activity. These synchronized responses were not dependent on afferent feedback from the lungs, and an analysis of the temporal relationships between the sympathetic and phrenic nerve bursts indicated that they were driven by a common population of neurons within the colliculi.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

General procedures.
Experiments were performed on a total of 25 male adult Sprague-Dawley rats supplied by the University of Sydney Laboratory Animal Services. All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Sydney and were carried out in accordance with the Guidelines for Animal Experimentation of the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia. Anesthesia was initially induced by inhalation of isoflurane (2.0 -2.5% in oxygen-enriched air). The trachea was then intubated and body temperature was maintained in the range of 37-38°C with a heating pad. A catheter was placed in a femoral artery for the recording of pulsatile arterial pressure. After the surgery, the isoflurane anesthesia was gradually withdrawn while being replaced by urethane (1.3 g/kg iv with supplementary doses of 0.1 g/kg iv, if required). The adequacy of anesthesia was verified by the absence of the corneal reflex and a withdrawal response to nociceptive stimulation of a hind paw. A tracheotomy was performed to maintain an unobstructed airway, and all animals were allowed to breathe freely, except in two experiments in which the rats were paralyzed (dtubocurarine, 0.6 mg/kg iv initial dose, followed by continuous iv infusion at 0.1 mg·kg Ϫ1 ·h Ϫ1 ) and artificially ventilated with room air plus additional O2 at a rate that maintained end-tidal CO2 levels within the range 3.5-4.5% and O2 close to 40%. The vagi were also cut in these two experiments.
In spontaneously breathing rats, the resting respiratory rate remained stable throughout the experiment (121 Ϯ 3 breaths/min just before the first microinjection of bicuculline, and 115 Ϯ 4 breaths/min during the recovery period after the final injection when all cardiorespiratory variables had stabilized). These respiratory rates are very similar to those measured in awake Sprague-Dawley rats under resting conditions (36) . In addition, in nine experiments the CO 2 in the tracheal tube was sampled continuously throughout the experiment using a CO 2 meter (Datex, Engstrom). The response time of the CO2 meter was not rapid enough to measure end-tidal CO2 when the rats were breathing spontaneously, so that the peak CO2 value for each breath would tend to underestimate the end-tidal CO2. Changes in the measured peak CO2, however, would indicate changes in end-tidal CO2. The average resting peak CO2 was stable during the experiments (2.59 Ϯ 0.22% at the start and 2.57 Ϯ 0.28% at the end). This, together with the fact that there was little change in respiratory rate, indicates that the rats were adequately ventilated throughout the experiments.
The mean arterial pressure (MAP) and HR signals were derived from the pulsatile arterial pressure signal via a low-pass filter and a rate meter, respectively, and recorded on a computer using a PowerLab system (AD Instruments).
Nerve recordings. The rat was then mounted in a stereotaxic apparatus with the incisor bar fixed 3.5 mm below the interaural line, and the renal and phrenic nerves were exposed and prepared for recording as described previously (45) . Briefly, the renal nerve was exposed from a retroperitoneal approach. It was carefully separated from surrounding tissue and placed on bipolar recording electrodes and immersed in mineral oil. The left phrenic nerve was exposed and isolated from a dorsal approach, just ventral to the brachial plexus. The phrenic nerve was then cut distally, and the proximal end of the nerve was then placed on a bipolar recording electrode. The signals from the recording electrodes were amplified and filtered (bandwidth 100 -2,000 Hz for the renal nerve, and 10 -2,000 Hz for the phrenic nerve). These signals were then digitized (1,000 samples/s) and recorded using the PowerLab system. Chart software was used to rectify and integrate the RSNA and PNA signals and to compute the rate of the bursts of PNA.
Microinjections. A small portion of the dorsal surface of the brain was exposed to allow insertion of micropipettes into the colliculi. Microinjections of bicuculline methochloride (Tocris), a GABA A receptor antagonist, were made into sites in the midbrain using a glass micropipette held vertically in a micromanipulator. The dose of bicuculline injected was 50 pmol (in 50 nl). The vehicle solution was artificial cerebrospinal fluid adjusted to pH 7.4. In all cases the injectate also contained green or red fluorescent latex microspheres (0.5%, Lumafluor) to facilitate the later histological verification of microinjection sites. Microinjections were made by pressure using a previously described method (24) . At the end of each experiment, the rat was euthanized with an overdose of pentobarbital sodium. The brain was removed, and after fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde solution, coronal sections (50 m) were cut on a freezing microtome and mounted onto glass slides. Injection sites were determined using a fluorescence microscope and mapped onto standard sections of the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (48) .
Experimental procedures. For bicuculline microinjections aimed at sites within the colliculi or in the region more ventral, the tip of the micropipette was positioned stereotaxically at rostrocaudal levels ranging from 7.1 to 8.4 mm caudal to bregma in tracks located 1.0 -2.8 mm lateral to the midline and at depths varying from 4.0 to 7.5 mm ventral to bregma, according to the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (48) . For microinjections aimed at sites within the dorsolateral PAG, microinjections were made into tracks located more medially (0.3-0.7 mm lateral to the midline) at levels 7.4 -7.6 mm caudal to bregma. In each experiment microinjections were made into sites that were 0.5-1.0 mm apart in the dorsoventral, mediolateral, or rostrocaudal directions. If a microinjection evoked a response, there was a waiting period of at least 30 min before the next microinjection was made, by which time all cardiovascular and respiratory variable had returned to levels close to their previous baseline values. In seven cases a microinjection of bicuculline was made into the same site as the previous microinjection. In all these cases both responses were similar in magnitude, indicating that the first microinjection did not significantly affect the responsiveness of neurons to the second repeated microinjection.
Cycle-triggered averaging. As described in the RESULTS, bicuculline microinjections at many sites within the colliculi evoked synchronized bursts of RSNA and PNA. Cycle-triggered averaging was used to determine the time relationships between the bursts of RSNA and PNA and also associated changes in MAP and HR. For this purpose, the raw RSNA and PNA signals were first rectified and then integrated (time constant of 0.1 s). For each RSNA burst, the peak of the burst was first identified, and then samples of the digitized signals for all four simultaneously recorded variables (integrated RSNA, integrated PNA, MAP, and HR) were taken over the period from 1.5 s before to 2.5 s after this trigger point (200 samples/s). This process was performed for 10 RSNA bursts, and the average of these 10 sweeps was calculated for all four variables.
As shown in the RESULTS, cycle-triggered averaging revealed that the averaged PNA in the period immediately preceding a burst of RSNA and the associated burst of PNA was not flat, but in most experiments was cyclic, with the same frequency as the ongoing regular respiratory frequency. As described in the RESULTS, this was due to the fact that the bursts of RSNA did not occur at random times during the regular respiratory cycle but instead occurred most frequently at a time corresponding to the immediate postinspiratory phase. Cycle-triggered averaging was then used to quantify the degree to which the time of occurrence of the RSNA burst was correlated to the ongoing normal respiratory rhythm. This was measured by calculating the ratio of the amplitude of the oscillation (i.e., maximum Ϫ minimum) of the averaged PNA calculated using cycle-triggered averaging over the period from 1.5 s before to 0.75 s before the trigger point (peak of RSNA burst), to the average value of the amplitudes of the oscillations of PNA over the same time period for each of the 10 individual recordings that were used in determining the cycle-triggered averaging. A ratio of 100% would imply that the RSNA burst had occurred at exactly the same time point in the normal respiratory cycle for each of the 10 individual recordings, whereas a value close to zero would imply that the timing of the RSNA burst had no consistent relation to the normal respiratory cycle. This ratio will be referred to in this paper as the "respiratory cycle correlation index." Statistical analysis. As described in the RESULTS, responses were classified into three groups according to the degree of synchronization between bursts of RSNA and of PNA (i.e., strong, moderate, and little or no RSNA/PNA burst synchrony). The amplitudes of RSNA and PNA bursts in the groups with strong and moderate RSNA/PNA burst synchrony were compared using the t-test. The peak changes in MAP, HR, integrated RSNA and integrated PNA were compared for all three groups using one-way ANOVA. If this revealed a statistically significant difference (P Ͻ 0.05), a subsequent pair-wise comparison was performed using the t-test with application of the Helm step-down procedure for multiple comparisons (55) . All values are presented as means Ϯ SE. A chi-squared analysis was also used to test whether the differences in regional distribution of sites evoking different types of responses were statistically significant.
RESULTS
General description of cardiovascular and respiratory responses evoked by bicuculline microinjection into the colliculi and surrounding regions.
Microinjections of bicuculline (50 pmol) were made into 119 sites in 23 experiments in spontaneously breathing rats. The centers of the injection sites extended rostrocaudally from 7.1 to 8.6 mm caudal to bregma [atlas of Paxinos and Watson, (48) ] and were mapped on to three levels at 7.20, 7.80, and 8.3 mm caudal to bregma. The sites were located within the intermediate and deep layers of the superior colliculus, the external and central nuclei of the inferior colliculus, PAG, and in the region ventral to the superior and inferior colliculi, including the precuneiform and cuneiform nuclei (Fig. 1) .
Our subsequent analysis allowed us to classify the responses evoked from these sites into different types, depending on the pattern of the evoked changes in PNA and their relationship with evoked changes in RSNA. In the first type (n ϭ 8), there were large increases in both integrated RSNA and integrated PNA of at least 50% above baseline that were accompanied by an increase in MAP and (in 7 of 8 cases) by an increase in HR (see Fig. 2 for an example of such a response). In most cases (5 of 8) bicuculline microinjections also evoked a change in the pattern of RSNA, such that intense bursts occurred at intervals of 2-5 s (e.g., Fig. 2C ). These bursts of RSNA had a duration of ϳ300 -400 ms. In all these five cases, however, the PNA maintained a consistent regular rhythm during the periods when bursts of RSNA were evoked by bicuculline microinjections (e.g., Fig. 2C ). In contrast, bicuculline microinjections at other sites evoked a different type of response that was characterized by synchronous bursts of both RSNA and PNA, as shown for example in Fig. 3 . The onset of these synchronous bursts of RSNA and PNA mostly occurred just after the preceding peak of a regular PNA burst, as shown for example in Fig.  3C . Each synchronous burst of RSNA and PNA was accompanied by an increase in arterial pressure, the onset of which also coincided with the RSNA and PNA bursts. As illustrated in Fig. 3D , the intense PNA bursts evoked from such sites were consistently associated with synchronous RSNA bursts. Cycle-triggered averaging was used to quantify the magnitudes of the synchronous RSNA and PNA bursts and the associated changes in MAP and HR (Fig. 4) . Responses with strong RSNA/PNA burst synchrony were defined as responses in which the peak amplitude of the averaged synchronous PNA burst was at least 100% greater than the baseline averaged PNA (e.g., Fig. 4A ). Such responses were evoked from 26 sites. Responses with moderate RSNA/PNA burst synchrony were defined as responses in which the peak amplitude of the averaged synchronous PNA burst was 30 -99% greater than the baseline averaged PNA (e.g., Fig. 4B ). Such responses were evoked from 29 other sites. Cycle-triggered averaging was also performed for the five responses of the first type, in which the PNA maintained a regular rhythm during the periods when bursts of RSNA were evoked by bicuculline microinjections. This analysis confirmed that in all five cases the averaged RSNA burst was not associated with a significant increase in the averaged PNA (e.g., Fig. 4C ).
Immediately afer each burst of RSNA, there was a period of 1-2 s during which the level of RSNA was greatly reduced compared with the baseline level that immediately preceded the onset of the RSNA burst. This postburst depression of RSNA was consistently observed whether or not the RSNA burst was associated with a synchronous PNA burst (Figs. 2C,  3C, and 4) .
At the remaining 56 sites (Fig. 1) , bicuculline microinjections evoked responses that did not fit into any of the categories described above. In most cases there was no response or else a very small response, although in a few cases there was a significant change in just one variable (RSNA, PNA, or HR) that was accompanied by little or no change in other variables.
Because responses with strong and moderate RSNA/PNA synchrony were defined according to the magnitudes of the PNA bursts as described above, there were clear differences in the amplitudes of the PNA bursts when the two groups were compared (Fig. 5) .
At the same time, there were also clear and significant differences between the two groups with respect to the magnitudes of the associated RSNA bursts and increases in MAP and HR (Fig. 5) . The changes in HR associated with responses with moderate RSNA/PNA synchrony were small (average increase of 5 Ϯ 1 beats/min, Fig. 5 ), whereas in the case of responses with strong RSNA/PNA synchrony the changes in HR were highly variable, ranging from an increase of 105 beats/min to a decrease of 10 beats/min, with an overall average increase of 20 Ϯ 5 beats/min (Fig. 5) . At most (17 of the 26) of the sites at which responses with strong RSNA/PNA synchrony were evoked, however, there was an initial transient bradycardia, followed by a tachycardia, as shown for example in Fig. 6 , A and B. Location of sites evoking different types of response. As shown in Fig. 1, responses with strong or moderate RSNA/ PNA burst synchrony were all evoked from sites centered within the superior or inferior colliculi or dorsomedial, dorsolateral, and lateral PAG, with the exception of two sites located in the dorsal part of the precuneiform nucleus, close to its border with the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus. In particular, responses with strong RSNA/PNA burst synchrony were evoked from sites that were largely concentrated in the deep layers of the superior colliculus and central and external nuclei of the inferior colliculus, in the region lateral to the dorsal PAG. In contrast, responses with moderate RSNA/PNA burst synchrony were evoked from sites that were mainly located in surrounding sites, particularly more dorsally in the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus and deep and intermediate layers of the superior colliculus (Fig. 1) . Bicuculline microinjections into sites ventral to the superior and inferior colliculi evoked either no response or responses with no RSNA/PNA burst synchrony, with the exception of the two sites located in the dorsal part of the precuneiform nucleus referred to above (Fig. 1) .
A chi-squared test was performed to determine whether the observed difference in distribution of sites evoking different types of responses was statistically significant. For this purpose, three different regions were defined, as shown in Fig. 7 . These three regions were 1) the dorsal colliculi, consisting of the region in the superior and inferior colliculi dorsal to the dorsal edge of the PAG at the levels 7.2, 7.8, and 8.3 mm caudal to bregma; 2) the ventral colliculi consisting of those parts of the colliculi ventral to the dorsal colliculi; and 3) noncollicular region consisting of those areas outside the PAG and ventral to the superior and inferior colliculi, as shown in Fig. 7 . For the purpose of this analysis, all responses in which there was little or no RSNA/PNA burst synchrony (i.e., all responses apart from those with strong or moderate RSNA/PNA burst synchrony) were grouped together into a single category. As shown in Fig. 7 , there were clear differences in the distribution of sites evoking different types of responses. The large majority (92%) of responses with strong RSNA/PNA burst synchrony were evoked from the ventral colliculi, whereas the majority of responses with moderate RSNA/PNA burst synchrony (67%) and of those with little or no RSNA/PNA burst synchrony (55%) were evoked from the dorsal colliculi or the noncollicular region ventral to the colliculi, respectively. Chi-squared analysis revealed that these differences in distribution were highly statistically significant (P Ͻ 0.001). Time relationships between PNA and RSNA bursts. Cycletriggered averaging was used to determine the latency between the peaks of the PNA and RSNA bursts, where the trigger point was the peak of the RSNA burst. As shown in Fig. 4 , this showed that the peak of the PNA burst occurred just before the peak of the associated RSNA burst. In the case of responses with strong RSNA/PNA burst synchrony, the time difference between the peaks was 41 Ϯ 8 ms.
As noted above, the onset of PNA bursts mostly occurred just after the preceding peak of a regular PNA burst, as shown for example in Fig. 3C . The fact that these nonregular PNA bursts did not occur randomly throughout the normal respiratory cycle is also reflected in the results of the cycle-triggered averaging analysis, which showed that the averaged PNA preceding the RSNA/PNA bursts was not flat but rather showed a clear cyclic pattern at the same frequency as the regular respiratory rhythm (e.g., Figs. 4 and 6B) . The degree to which, for each response, the time of occurrence of the RSNA burst was correlated to the ongoing normal respiratory rhythm was measured by calculating the "respiratory cycle correlation index." This index is fully explained and defined in the MATE-RIALS AND METHODS, but in brief a value of 100% would imply that the RSNA burst had occurred at exactly the same time point in the normal respiratory cycle for each RSNA burst evoked from a particular site, whereas a value close to zero would imply that the timing of the RSNA burst had no consistent relation to the normal respiratory cycle. The results showed that the respiratory cycle correlation index was 30.6 Ϯ 2.6% for the 26 responses in which there was strong RSNA/ PNA burst correlation, implying that the synchronous RSNA and PNA bursts did not occur at random points in the normal respiratory cycle. As already noted, the onset of the PNA burst occurred most frequently just after the preceding peak of a regular PNA burst (e.g., Fig. 3C ).
For the 29 responses in which there was moderate RSNA/ PNA burst correlation and the 5 responses in which RSNA bursts occurred but without any significant change in the PNA pattern, the respiratory cycle correlation index was calculated to be 28.0 Ϯ 2.0% and 35.8 Ϯ 3.6%, respectively. The calculated values of this index were not significantly different for all three categories of response (P ϭ 0.329). Thus the timing of the onset of the RSNA burst in all cases was related to the normal respiratory cycle, regardless of whether or not the RSNA burst was also associated with a PNA burst.
PNA and RSNA bursts in rats with neuromuscular blockade, vagotomy, and artificial ventilation. In two experiments, neuromuscular blockade was induced, the vagi were cut, and the rats were artificially ventilated. Under these conditions, the PNA burst rate was much less than in intact spontaneously breathing rats (e.g., Fig. 8 ), but bicuculline microinjections still evoked strong RSNA/PNA burst synchrony (e.g., Fig. 8B ). The sites from which such responses were evoked were located within the deep layer of the superior colliculus and in the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus, as in the spontaneously breathing rats.
It is also clear from the results of the experiment shown in Fig. 8B that the synchronized RSNA/PNA bursts occurred just after the normal respiratory burst, i.e., within the postinspiratory period, consistent with the results obtained in spontaneously breathing rats. This experiment also showed that the amplitude of the PNA burst synchronized with the RSNA burst was very similar to that of the preceding regular PNA burst.
DISCUSSION
Previous studies have found that chemical stimulation or disinhibition of neurons within the superior colliculus can increase blood pressure, HR, and respiration (5, 39, 40) . Our study confirmed this observation, but the main new finding was that disinhibition of neurons within both the superior and inferior colliculi can result in a highly synchronized activation of sympathetic and respiratory outputs. The sites at which the most intense synchronized sympathetic/respiratory bursts of activity were evoked were located primarily in the central and external nuclei of the inferior colliculus, particularly the more ventral parts of those nuclei, and the deep layers of the superior colliculus. It has previously been shown that microinjection of bicuculline into these regions in conscious rats evokes a behavioral defense response characterized by freezing or escape (5, 6, 8) . The central and external nuclei of the inferior colliculus receive mainly auditory inputs (15, 50) and the deep layers of the superior colliculus receive afferent inputs from a wide variety of brain nuclei, conveying auditory and somatosensory inputs in addition to visual inputs (19, 26) .
It is well established that a threatening stimulus evokes, in addition to a behavioral defense response, a cardiorespiratory response that includes increases in arterial pressure, cardiac output, RSNA, and respiratory activity (18, 36, 37, 42) . The increase in arterial pressure increases the perfusion of active skeletal muscles, while the increase in RSNA together with increases in the activity of sympathetic vasomotor nerves innervating other viscera redistributes the increased cardiac output to the active skeletal muscles (18) . At the same time, the increase in respiratory activity increases oxygen uptake in the lungs. Thus our findings are consistent with the view that there are neurons within the superior and inferior colliculi that can generate highly coordinated behavioral responses, accompanied by appropriate cardiovascular and respiratory changes, that allow an animal to escape from a sudden threat such as the appearance of a predator, signaled by visual or auditory inputs (5, 19) .
Pattern of the evoked response. It has been previously observed that low-frequency bursts of sympathetic activity, similar to those observed in the present study, can be evoked by microinjection of bicuculline into the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (41). The mechanisms responsible for this bursting pattern are not clear but may be a consequence of the complete blockade of GABA-mediated inhibition and resultant hyperexcitability of neurons, which can lead to a paroxysmal effect (31) . Regardless of the precise mechanisms that are responsible for the bicuculline-evoked bursting activity, however, it had the effect of revealing a mechanism within the colliculi that can generate highly synchronized activation of sympathetic and respiratory outputs.
As pointed out in the RESULTS, irregular bursts of PNA could be distinguished by the fact that they were superimposed upon the normal rhythmic bursts of PNA and were always associated with a synchronized burst of RSNA. In addition, cycle-triggered averaging revealed that the bursts of RSNA were also accompanied by transient but substantial increases in MAP of 10 -15 mmHg, suggesting that sympathetic activity in nonrenal vascular beds was also increased.
On the other hand, changes in HR were more variable, but in most cases were biphasic, with an initial transient bradycardia followed by a tachycardia. Although we did not test the relative contributions of cardiac vagal and sympathetic nerves to the HR response, a possible explanation for the variability in this response was that there were simultaneous increases in both cardiac vagal and sympathetic activity. Such coactivation is commonly evoked by stimulation of various reflexes, including chemoreceptor, nociceptor, and ocular reflexes, and it has been suggested that such coactivation is the norm rather than the exception (46, 47) . In addition, it is interesting to note that cardiac vagal and sympathetic coactivation is also often evoked when an alerting stimulus evokes an orienting reflex (1, 4) , which, at least when evoked by a visual stimuli, is generated by neurons within the superior colliculus (19, 57) .
Possible mechanisms producing synchronized sympathetic and respiratory activation. There are two general possible mechanisms that could produce the observed synchrony between bursts of RSNA and PNA. First, an increase in respiratory activity could activate receptors in the lungs or chest wall that then reflexly increases RSNA. This explanation can be ruled out, however, because synchronized bursts of RSNA and PNA still occurred in paralyzed, artificially ventilated, and vagotomized rats, in which afferent feedback related to lung inflation was eliminated. Thus a much more likely explanation is that the synchronized bursts of RSNA and PNA were driven by a common central mechanism generated by activation of neurons within the colliculi.
Consistent with this hypothesis, the bursts of RSNA did not occur precisely simultaneously with the PNA bursts, but lagged slightly, such that the latency between the peaks of the PNA and RSNA bursts was 41 Ϯ 8 ms. Such a lag would be expected if both the PNA and RSNA bursts were generated by disinhibition of a common population of neurons within the colliculi, because postganglionic sympathetic nerve fibers are unmyelinated (35) and have a slower conduction velocity than myelinated axons of phrenic motoneurons (49) . There do not appear to be any direct projections to the renal sympathetic preganglionic or phrenic motoneurons in the spinal cord from the superior or inferior colliculi (43, 56) , and so effects on these outputs must be mediated via other central neurons, labeled S and R respectively, in Fig. 9 . Bursts of RSNA sometimes occurred without bursts of PNA, although the reverse was never observed. A possible explanation for this is that the central sympathetic neurons that receive inputs from the command neurons in the colliculi have a lower threshold for firing than the respiratory neurons that also receive inputs from the command neurons, as depicted in Fig. 9 .
It is well known that there are links between the respiratory pattern generator that is responsible for the regular ongoing respiratory rhythm and central neurons driving sympathetic activity (2, 29, 30, 44) . It could therefore be suggested that the proposed "command neurons" may simply provide an input to the respiratory pattern generator, and thus indirectly generate an increase in sympathetic activity via the normal coupling between the respiratory pattern generator and sympathetic outflow. There are three observations that suggest, however, that this is unlikely to be the underlying mechanism. First, the irregular bursts of PNA that were associated with bursts of RSNA occurred at different times in the normal respiratory cycle, even though they occurred most frequently just after the preceding peak of a regular PNA burst. Thus they appear to be generated by a different mechanism to that which drives the normal respiratory cycle. Second, in many cases the amplitude of the irregular bursts of PNA was moderate but was nevertheless associated with a marked increase in RSNA (e.g., Fig.  4B ). Third, and most importantly, in the experiments in which the rats were paralyzed and artificially ventilated (e.g., Fig.  8B ), the irregular bursts of PNA were clearly distinct from the preceding normal regular PNA burst. In these cases, the amplitude of the irregular bursts was similar to those of the regular bursts, but it was only the irregular bursts that were associated with synchronized bursts of RSNA. We therefore conclude that the synchrony between PNA and RSNA bursts is due to a mechanism that is separate to the respiratory-sympathetic coupling that occurs during normal breathing. In our model, therefore, we propose that the respiratory neurons that drive PNA in response to inputs from the putative command neurons do so independently of the respiratory pattern generator (Fig. 9 ).
An interesting feature of the bursts of RSNA, whether or not they were accompanied by synchronous bursts of PNA, is that each burst was immediately followed by a period of 1-2 s during which the level of RSNA was greatly reduced compared with the baseline level that immediately preceded the onset of the burst. It has been shown that strong activation of sympathetic preganglionic neurons has a depressant effect on their excitability, such that the neurons may become inactive for a period of some seconds (51) . This phenomenon would therefore explain our observation that RSNA was markedly depressed following each intense burst of activity. The functional significance of this phenomenon of postexcitatory depression is unclear, although it has been suggested that sympathetic preganglionic neurons may act as a low-pass filter, such that the output of these neurons matches the properties of the effectors (e.g., vascular smooth muscle) that are unable to respond to high-frequency stimulation (51).
As is also described above, the synchronized bursts of RSNA and PNA tended to occur most frequently immediately after a normal regular PNA burst, during the normal postinspiratory period. This occurred both in spontaneously breathing rats and in artificially ventilated vagotomized rats, in which afferent feedback from the lungs was eliminated. This suggests that the command neurons driving the synchronized bursts of RSNA and PNA receive an input from the respiratory pattern generator, such that the probability of their firing is increased during the normal postinspiratory period. Therefore, as depicted in Fig. 9 , we propose that these command neurons receive at least three inputs: 1) a tonic GABAergic inhibitory input, 2) a tonic excitatory input that evokes powerful activation of these neurons when the tonic inhibitory input is blocked, and 3) a modulatory input arising from the respiratory pattern generator, as described above. The sources of the proposed tonic inhibitory and excitatory inputs to the colliculi are unknown. There is also little information available in regard to putative modulatory inputs to the colliculi from the respiratory pattern generator, although there is an afferent input to the deep and intermediate layers of the superior colliculus from the rostral ventral respiratory cell group in the medulla (28), which could conceivably serve this function. The neuron labeled S regulates the sympathetic outflow, whereas the neuron labeled R regulates phrenic nerve activity. It is proposed that these neurons receive inputs from a common population of neurons, labeled command neurons, located within the superior and inferior colliculi. It is also proposed that the command neurons in turn receive a tonic inhibitory input (indicated by the Ϫ sign), as well as excitatory inputs (indicated by ϩ signs) from neurons that generate the normal respiratory rhythm (i.e., the respiratory pattern generator, RPG) as well as other excitatory inputs from an unknown source(s). The input from the RPG could increase the probability of firing of command neurons during the inspiratory or postinspiratory phase and thus account for the greater frequency of RSNA and PNA bursts during that phase of the normal respiratory cycle. Finally, it is proposed that the S neurons have a lower threshold of firing than the R neurons, which would account for the fact that RSNA bursts can occur without synchronous bursts of PNA bursts, whereas the reverse was not observed.
Central pathways subserving sympathetic/respiratory responses from the midbrain colliculi. The projections of the superior colliculus have been studied primarily with respect to their control of motor functions related to orienting and escape behavior (19, 26) . These projections appear to be organized into separate output channels, each with their specific targets and afferent inputs (19) . There are descending projections to the pontomedullary reticular nuclei, but these are largely medial and do not appear to include nuclei known to control sympathetic or respiratory function, such as the rostral ventrolateral medulla or the dorsal and ventral respiratory groups (53) . On the other hand, it is interesting to note that there is a projection to the midbrain PAG (25, 53) , including a significant projection to its dorsolateral portion that regulates sympathetic and respiratory activity (34, 59 ). In addition, there is a projection to the lateral hypothalamus (23) that may also regulate sympathetic and respiratory outputs. Previous studies have indicated that cardiovascular and respiratory responses evoked from the dorsolateral PAG are mediated by ascending projections to the dorsomedial hypothalamus (20, 33) . In the present study, as well as previous studies (8, 39, 40) in which cardiovascular and/or respiratory responses to stimulation of the colliculi have been measured, decerebration was not performed, and so the possibility remains that cardiovascular and respiratory responses evoked from the superior and inferior colliculi are mediated by ascending projections to the hypothalamus, either directly or via neurons in the dorsolateral PAG.
Similarly, most studies of the outputs from the inferior colliculus have focused on its role in auditory processing (e.g., Refs. 3, 11), and there is little information available concerning possible pathways by which neurons in the inferior colliculus could regulate sympathetic or respiratory function. There is a strong projection from the inferior to the superior colliculus, however (27) , and it is conceivable that this projection is linked to the neurons within the superior colliculus that regulate the sympathetic and respiratory outputs. Clearly, however, further detailed studies are required to identify the output pathways from both the superior and inferior colliculi that are responsible for synchronized activation of sympathetic and respiratory activity.
Perspectives and Significance
Studies in conscious rats have shown that disinhibition of sites within the central and external nuclei of the inferior colliculus and the deep layers of the superior colliculus evokes a defensive behavioral response (5, 6, 8, 19) . Our finding that neurons within this region can evoke a highly synchronized sympathetic and respiratory response therefore raises the possibility that there may be a common population of command neurons within these regions that are capable of simultaneously driving somatomotor, cardiovascular, and respiratory responses as part of a generalized and highly coordinated defense reaction. Such a view is entirely compatible with the proposal by Redgrave and colleagues (19, 39, 40, (52) (53) (54) that neurons in the superior colliculus can generate both immediate orienting responses as well as defensive responses (including changes in cardiovascular and respiratory function) that are appropriate for an emergency, as well as the more recent proposal by Casseday and Covey (14) that neurons in the inferior colliculus trigger "fixed action patterns" appropriate for escape or pursuit.
The anatomical organization and functional properties of the mammalian superior colliculus are very similar to its homologue, the optic tectum, in reptiles (58) , indicating that this system developed at an early stage in evolution. In a study in toads, Cordeiro de Sousa and Hoffmann (17) found that electrical stimulation of the optic tectum evoked an immediate increase in arterial pressure, HR, and respiratory activity, a response that was similar to that which occurs during naturally evoked avoidance behavior. Thus the mechanisms within the superior and inferior colliculi of the rat that can evoke synchronized sympathetic and respiratory activity may represent the mammalian homologue of a phylogenetically ancient defense system. Further studies will be required to determine the functional relationship between this system and the wellknown defense systems in the hypothalamus and midbrain PAG (13, 22, 32, 38) .
